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Introduction

Constructing civil remedies and criminal laws to deal with the misappropriation of confidential information has always presented conceptual and practical difficulties for the law. Much has been done in recent years with respect to protecting personal data against interference, but much remains to be done in the area of confidential commercial information. It is clear that whilst the economic value of such information may justify its legal protection, its very nature makes the application of legal principles to it problematic. The approach to civil liability for misappropriation in English law has sought to avoid these complications by adopting an indirect approach to protection, focusing on the enforcement of obligations of confidence arising in law or equity in relation to such information rather than the information itself. The criminal law has been applied in an even more hesitating fashion. Criminal liability is contingent on the misappropriative act itself being incidentally proscribed by law, and there are significant gaps in the present scope of criminal law coverage. The release in late 1997 of a consultation paper by the Law Commission with its provisional recommendations for a new criminal offence of misuse of trade secrets,[1] is but the latest development highlighting the inadequate status of the criminal law in this area.

In this paper, I shall review the nature of the problem and some of the relevant legal issues. The best response to the present state of the law on these issues would be a complete revision of civil and criminal liability to offer a comprehensive model of protection. Notwithstanding that such global reform of the law in this area is probably not in the cards, the position advocated here is that the criminal law is indeed a appropriate vehicle through which to deter the misappropriation of confidential commercial information. However, the scope of any new law must be carefully circumscribed - if it is drawn too wide, the law runs the danger of acting outside of the articulated rationale for criminal liability and endangering other legitimate interests (particularly in the cyberspace context). If it is drawn too narrow, any new law may very well be ineffective. I would suggest that there are a number of difficulties, both doctrinal and practical, that must be resolved prior to enacting new legislation in this area and will present a few observations upon the more critical issues for those primarily interested in the implications for cyberspace.

I. The Need for Effective Legal Protection in the Modern Technological Context
1. Confidential Commercial Information: Definitional Problems and Functional Description

The commercial value of confidential commercial information [2] has traditionally provided the primary justification for civil remedies and criminal sanctions to deter misappropriative activity in English law and elsewhere. [3] This is reflective of the fact that such information, in the form of trade secrets or "know-how" or otherwise, has always been an important business asset. In the contemporary context, the need to protect such information is made even more acute as innovation has become the central feature of post-industrial developed economies, [4] making knowledge-based assets increasingly critical economic resources in such economies. In this sense it is clear that threats to the security of confidential commercial information fit within the convergence of two technology-related trends: the rise in value of intellectual property and information in post-industrial economies arising from innovations in technology, and the rise in economic crime as a phenomenon in national and international commercial life itself stemming partly from technological innovation. [5] Before turning to the state of the law and how it might be reformed, it is useful to say a brief word respecting the nature and economic function of confidential commercial information in the modern technological context.

If one tries to create a definitive typology of confidential commercial information, the exercise seems doomed to failure. [6] Not only does the intangible and indivisible nature of information make the task difficult, [7] but the myriad forms that confidential information can take in a commercial context - from technical pre-patent schematics to more generalised know-how and operational procedures - renders any attempt at an exhaustive definition practically meaningless. [8] In short, exhaustive classification is an unproductive exercise that is best avoided. One can, however, seek to describe the function and importance of confidential commercial information in economic terms, and draw appropriate conclusions to be used in constructing legal models protective of such information.

Basic economic principles suggest that the law ought to provide a degree of protection to confidential commercial information in order to encourage sufficient investment in the creation of new knowledge-based assets, whilst at the same time avoiding the creation of an artificial scarcity of such resources through over-protection. [9] This balance between the protection of information to encourage investment in development with adequate access to information is a delicate one - economic efficiency in information will not be achieved through over-investment in the creation of informational resources or through duplication of resources to create the same information resources. [10] Moreover, individuals ought be guided by the clear availability of suitable legal remedies in determining the level of private resources, if any, that ought to be dedicated to providing additional protection for such information so that these private expenditures may be optimised. [11] On a global level, then, it is the task of law-makers to achieve this fine balance between protection through legal remedies and self-help and access through appropriately constructed laws.

2. Regulation and the Modern Technological Context

This basic economic paradigm must be viewed in the contemporary context; a context in which the innovation of new knowledge-based products is increasingly important to post-industrial developed economies. The process of innovation is itself often a joint and serial activity; a process in which developers share and exploit resources and build on each other's work in an attempt to create new products and wealth. In this sense, confidential commercial information in its various forms functions within this cycle of innovation as both a commodity (valuable in itself) and as a resource (to be exploited by commercial actors). [12] Central to the success in exploiting such informational resources is the ability to share the information without risk of destroying its value through illicit acquisition, use or disclosure. This need to be able to exploit valuable informational resources in partnership is critical to the ongoing refinement of technologies; the exchange of confidential information in this sense is, to use one judge's phrase, "both necessary and expected." [13]
Having said that confidential business information is increasingly valuable in the modern technological context, one can also add that this context itself has changed the nature of commerce with implications for any attempt at regulation in this area. As the Alberta Law Reform Institute reported when it looked at the protection of trade secrets in Canadian law:

…technology has changed the nature of modern business in a number of respects. [first] Business has become a race against time. Technology is volatile and short lived. The increasing pace of technological change means that perfectly good ideas and inventions may be obsolete before they can be patented and brought to the market place. This problem is complicated by the fact that different parts of a product may have different development rates…Today the business advantage lies in technology. The business pressures to know what competitors are doing are therefore intense…. [second] Employee mobility is greater than any time in history…[third] technology has made espionage so much simpler. There is now an array of sophisticated equipment, much of it derived from military developments, which makes espionage within even well run enterprises a real threat.

The modern technological context, then, is a business environment where information is critical in different stages of product development, is quickly out of date, and is susceptible to misuse or unauthorised disclosure by those having had control over it or being able to acquire it illicitly. The presence of a global networking environment highlights these problems and makes the need for effective legal treatment even more critical. In such circumstances, I would suggest, there is a need for effective deterrents against misappropriative acts both to maintain the value of informational assets and to protect the integrity of the innovation cycle.

II. The Present State of the Law

1. Problems in Ascertaining the Precise Nature of the Mischief to be Remedied

To follow correct form in evaluating the merits of criminalising certain acts in relation to confidential information, the discussion ought properly to begin with a detailed analysis of the mischief to be remedied, identify those specific acts which ought to be proscribed, and consider the public policy implications of proscribing such acts. Unfortunately such a traditional approach is made difficult by the lack of sufficiently independent data upon which to base such an analysis, a point that I shall return to later. One should recognise at the outset that considering new regulation without such an independent review of the nature of the mischief to be remedied will undoubtedly run into trouble at some stage.

Notwithstanding the lack of data respecting misappropriative activity, what can be said in general terms is this: confidential commercial information is primarily at risk in two types of scenarios - situations in which information is acquired through illicit means and without the complicity of one rightfully in possession, and, situations in which the information is obtained from one rightfully in possession but in breach of that person's obligations. The first scenario is essentially variations on the theme of industrial espionage; acts which can themselves be characterised as purely private activity (whether local or trans-national) or as state-sponsored acts. The second set of scenarios encompass matters ranging from simple disclosure by ex-employees to new employers to deliberate disclosure by present confidants claimed to be in the public interest.

2. Property in Confidential Information and the Approach to Civil Liability
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With some hesitation, it seems necessary to include some recognition of the traditional debate respecting proprietary rights in confidential information within this discussion.

Notwithstanding the fact that, as one scholar put it, "[t]here is a natural and deep-seated tendency… to treat confidential information in proprietary terms,"[17] the inability to exclude others from its use or possession as is required in the normal legal sense of ownership[18] would seem to deny it proprietary status as a result. Whilst the issue has not been definitively settled in English law,[19] the great weight of judicial[20] and academic[21] comment is inconsistent with ascribing to such information a property characterisation and as such the normal criminal law of theft is inapplicable. In American law,[23] by comparison, it is clear that specified types of commercial information in the form of trade secrets may be property for both the purposes of certain civil actions[24] and criminal offences.[25] Given that the balance of rights achieved in a ready-made form by property law is seemingly unavailable in this exercise, the challenge for the English criminal law is to identify those matters of private consequence that are in the public interest to protect, and how those interests might be furthered through the availability of criminal sanctions.

In private English law, confidential information is indirectly protected from unauthorised use or disclosure through the enforcement of obligations of confidentiality in relation to such information. Obligations may be expressly or implicitly agreed to, or judicially constructed in appropriate circumstances, as between the parties. It has been said that the protection of confidential information in the form of the equitable action of breach of confidence, the primary vehicle for civil liability outside contract, is sui generis in the sense that it has arisen in a multi-jurisdictional fashion, emanating from principles of property, contract, and equity.[26] It seems sufficiently clear now that the action for breach of confidence falls completely outside tort.[27] Others would put the action in none of these jurisdictional pigeonholes in a contemporary context, seeing it as but another manifestation of the law of restitution.[28] Whatever one's view of the evolutionary antecedents or the jurisdictional basis of the action, it is now sufficiently clear that there exists an independent jurisdiction in equity arising on principles of good faith and conscience to restrain unauthorised use or disclosure of confidential information.[29]

Whilst the existence of this independent jurisdiction can now be seen as definitively settled, its scope and extent is still not fully developed. In a general sense, the contours of the action will depend very much on the nature of the information sought to be protected, the parties to the action, and the circumstances claimed to give rise to an enforceable obligation between the parties. Uncertainty respecting the parameters of this developing jurisdiction naturally colours attempts to introduce criminal law provisions into the same area.

3. The First Scenario: Conduct-Based Liability for Illicit Acquisition

The first scenario identified above respecting misappropriation are those situations where one not properly in possession of the information in question seeks to acquire it without the complicity of one properly in possession of the information. Conventional ploys like bribing and suborning employees are essentially variants on breach of confidence relying on receipt-based principles of liability, which I shall turn to below. The issue here is whether liability may follow based directly on the nature or method of acquisition, which is obviously relevant in technological contexts.

There is an obvious need to balance policy interests in this area; whilst business people have a legitimate interest in securing as much information as possible on competitors and their products, it is in no one's interest to have a completely unregulated marketplace. The Younger Commission described this fundamental consideration in these terms:[30]

The main difficulty in considering the acquisition of industrial and commercial information is deciding where to draw the line between methods which consist of
painstaking and legitimate gathering of business information and those which the law should treat as illegal. Most people would agree that it is part of the normal function of an efficient business man to be well-informed on his competitor's products, prices, sales promotions, and so forth; and most people would agree that it would be quite wrong for him to steal his rival's test samples or suborn his employees; but there are grey areas.

The lack of property in confidential information has resulted in an approach to liability in both civil and criminal law in this area that is highly unsatisfactory.

Criminal liability does not proceed from a generalised approach based on misappropriation directly; the lack of property takes the misappropriative act outside the law of theft. Liability, then, is conditioned on the act itself being incidentally proscribed under statute (for example, under the Interception of Communications Act 1985, the Copyright, Designs and Patent Act 1988, the Computer Misuse Act 1990, or the Trade Marks Act 1994) or common law (primarily the offence of conspiracy to defraud), with each area having its own deficiencies.

Whilst it is beyond the scope of this paper to attempt an exhaustive analysis of the various criminal law proscriptions relevant to the remedy the mischief identified, I would suggest, much as the Law Commission recently advised, that there are significant gaps in this incidental application of the criminal law. For example, "van Eck" reception devices used to capture the radiation from computer screens from public vantage points would not seem to run foul of the Computer Misuse Act 1990, as neither would reading confidential information off the screen directly, provided one has not caused the computer to perform a function within the meaning of that statute.

This is an undesirable state of affairs. One would think that the criminal law ought to be able to relieve the "decent and reputable trader's sense of helplessness" in such circumstances.

What then of civil liability? It would seem natural to look to private law for norms of actionable conduct that might be useful in determining complementary criminal standards. Unfortunately, this is an area in which civil liability is most uncertain.

First, English law traditionally disfavours an approach that speaks to norms of "unfair competition" directly. Secondly, there are a number of inconsistent authorities as to whether a jurisdiction exists to find liability based on an acquisitive method standing alone, and what the test to find such liability ought to be. Various conduct-based standards have been proposed in the context of the equitable action of breach of confidence - amongst them that the act of acquisition was itself unlawful, surreptitious, reprehensible, unconscionable, wrongful and on the basis that the act falls under some generalised principle of liability grounded in the flexible nature of the equitable jurisdiction itself. Many respected authorities argue that liability based on any such approach implicitly raises the spectre of liability imposed on highly idiosyncratic judicial views of general or commercial morality. This is a criticism that is not unique to breach of confidence claims but reflects a fundamental tension that has been at the root of the long-standing judicial reluctance to import equitable doctrines into the commercial context. On the other hand, one might argue that this trend seems to have abated somewhat in recent years as equity has undergone a period of revitalisation, especially in commercial contexts. Clearly the point is most uncertain.

4. The Second Scenario: Receipt-Based Liability for Breach of Confidence

With respect to the second set of scenarios, this is an area where private law has developed sophisticated receipt-based principles of civil liability in law and equity. The question for the criminal law in this area is whether criminal laws can be fashioned where civil liability is itself
The Law Commission's 1997 provisional recommendation supports the creation of a new offence of misuse of trade secrets that is exactly on point and would appear to be an appropriate way forward in this area. The model advocated restricts application of the law to offensive conduct in relation to unauthorised use or disclosure of a functionally defined subset of confidential commercial information, "trade secrets". The orientation of the provisional draft law is to punish an offender who knowingly misappropriates valuable information that is not "generally known." The offence is not overly broad in scope and the Law Commission intends actual prosecutions to be instigated only the worst cases and where the availability of civil remedies is inadequate in the circumstances of individual cases. The most appropriate use of such sanctions would be to punish employees, co-venturers, consultants and others who rightfully acquire information but then knowingly and intentionally misuse it. The scope of the provisional model deliberately does not speak to illicit modes of acquisition or the question of industrial espionage.

The cyberspace interest in this area does not so much lie in the methods by which the proscribed act of misappropriation is accomplished, but with the shape of cyberspace itself. It seems clear that certain types of employees are now increasingly mobile in modern information economies. This is especially true in respect of the services of technical experts and specialised managers who are active in the technology sectors.[43] There is a strong economic interest in making the skills of these experts available in the market-place on demand. However, as these same people work with the kinds of valuable confidential commercial information that is often the primary asset of their employers, there is an economic interest in ensuring that confidential information provided by employers remains confidential especially as against industry rivals. Over-protection of information through broad criminal liability in this area may very well inhibit necessary employee mobility and slow the natural pace of innovation unjustifiably.

III. Some Observations On Criminalisation and The Cyberspace Context

It seems appropriate to open this section of the discussion with some comments on the term "cyberspace." It would appear that the use of the expression (itself from William Gibson’s seminal science fiction novel, Neuromancer) in both the academic literature and in the media is most popularly associated with the Internet, and perhaps exclusively so. It seems to me that this is an unduly restrictive definition of the term given that we are still in the infancy of the information age and our conceptions of cyberspace are equally in their early stages. I would suggest that given both the continually evolving nature of information technology and the increasingly inter-connectivity of information handling devices, cyberspace is more than merely the virtual space created by a global network of computer networks and I have used the term here in a broader sense. Whitaker has recently described cyberspace in this sense as a new world of "technological fusion" which itself "exists nowhere and everywhere… forever a tabula rasa in the sense that it is constantly being constructed and reconstructed, written and rewritten."[44] This seems an apt characterisation in my view.

I suggest that new criminal laws enacted to protect confidential commercial information will impact on cyberspace generally in two respects. Obviously regulation will impact upon the use of information technologies to commit acts that may be proscribed by law. In this sense, it is the definition of the subject-matter to be protected and the breadth of the proscription on activity that is all important. If the scope of regulation is overly broad, new laws may prove detrimental to the optimal exploitation of technologies such as the Internet. Regulation will also have an impact on the development of information technologies themselves, and in this sense it is again of critical importance that the scope of regulation be drawn with care else we risk an over-protection of information and a hindrance on the mobility of the specialised labour force that creates those
technologies that are cyberspace.

Having presented some thoughts on the problem of misappropriation of confidential commercial information and its inadequate legal treatment at present, the following remarks are directed to some of the issues relevant in the process of constructing new laws to protect confidential commercial information in the "information society" and some of the implications for cyberspace.

1. The Need to Develop a General Model Providing Comprehensive and Complementary Liability Rules in Private and Criminal Law

Intellectual property rights are of increasing economic importance in national and global economies. As such, the law must respond to the need for liability rules that provide adequate protection to maintain sufficient investment to encourage continued development without over-protecting these rights. In general terms, traditional rights such as copyright and patent have developed sophisticated structures which I would suggest will be able to respond to society's on-going needs.

The law respecting the protection of confidential information is very much an aspect of intellectual property law that is in need of revision. In the 19th century, a jurisdiction in equity was created to enable such information to be protected based on the enforcement of actual or constructive obligations of confidentiality. Whilst these principles have seen radical development in the United States in the ensuing years in both the fields of intellectual property law (the law respecting trade secrets, in both common law and statutory forms) and constitutional law (the recognition of privacy rights), English law has been content with a conservative process of refinement that may not adequately meet our present and future needs. This is particularly so where liability is sought to be recognised based on conduct of the defendant in acquiring the information as the primary basis of liability, rather than through the traditional relational context.

In approaching the question of a new criminal law presence in this area, I would suggest that it is of the utmost importance that fragmentary and context-specific strategies be abandoned in favour of the development of generalised principles.[45] What is needed is a principled and comprehensive model of protection that offers complementary civil and criminal liability in respect of confidential commercial information. By not adopting a more principled approach both at civil and criminal law, we risk over-regulation and inconsistent application of present models of liability.

For example, whilst there are distinctions now made between government, commercial and personal information within the equitable action of breach of confidence, such a distinction has not been as strongly made in the incidental application of criminal law. The rationale for protecting these various types of information is quite different, as is the proper scope of legal protections. Certainly no reasonable person would suggest that confidential information as it relates to corporations and individuals is the same, yet these distinctions fail to inform the criminal law. If we are to offer protection to confidential commercial information without unduly impinging on other legitimate interests (for example, civil liberties), it would seem prudent to draft new laws to ensure that they are not applied outside the context of their articulated rationale. In this sense, we ought recognise that liability rules in respect of confidential information have the ability to act as methods of private censorship, as was attempted in the Scientology cases in the United States.[46] Beyond this, it seems odd to limit protection of that which is considered properly protectable, to acts of use or disclosure but not acquisition. Surely it is the nature of the misappropriative act itself that is culpable, whilst the nature of the information merely demarcates the appropriate breadth of the proscription.

2. Defining an Appropriate Role for Criminal Sanctions

The Law Commission has taken the provisional position that criminal law in this area should be narrowly applied and ought to follow civil liability.[47] As civil liability is essentially receipt-based liability in this area, the implicit position is that the criminal law ought to refrain from introducing
new standards of conduct-based liability. This is to say that the criminal law should restrict itself to breach of confidence situations where the threat of civil liability in the circumstances is insufficient to promote compliance with express or implicit obligations of confidentiality. This approach is reflective of the traditional reluctance in English law to construct models of direct liability for unfair competition.

I have suggested that the law should offer comprehensive protection for confidential commercial information. I would further suggest that the criminal law in this area may fulfil three functions: to set minimum standards of acceptable commercial behaviour, to deter the breach of private obligations of confidence in appropriate circumstances as envisaged by the Law Commission, and to bring domestic treatment in line with emerging international standards respecting the protection of intellectual property through more liberalised unfair competition norms. This is relevant in the cyberspace context as we are presently engaged in setting out the principles that will govern the conduct of commerce in cyberspace (like the standard and method of encryption necessary to allow commercial transactions to be conducted on the Internet). We ought to confront the need to set appropriate standards of commercial behaviour in relation to confidential commercial information in this area as one might reasonably expect misappropriation to be accomplished through the use of emerging technologies.

With respect to the first point, the function of the criminal law in the commercial context is, at a minimum, to define the outer limits of tolerable commercial behaviour. In this sense, the criminal law plays a role that civil remedies cannot: it serves a declaratory and educational function in supporting appropriate standards of commercial behaviour. The difficulty, of course, lies in applying criminal sanctions where civil liability is uncertain, and where it is unclear as to whether the conduct in question is truly worthy of blame. However, it is clear that one legitimate function for new criminal laws in this area is to set a threshold standard for commercial behaviour, below which criminal liability may be incurred.

Secondly, the criminal law is able to provide general deterrence against wrongful acts where civil liability is inadequate; for example, where the defendant is judgement-proof or the plaintiff is without the resources or sophistication to bring an action (or even has been driven into bankruptcy as a result of the acts in question). In such circumstances, the proscribed act still attracts liability and consequences. This is useful in enforcing commercial morality in the sense of deterring certain wilful breaches of obligations of confidence in cyberspace or elsewhere.

Thirdly, national criminal laws can also act internationally in the sense of working towards harmonisation of national laws, and creating a global response to such trans-national problems as money laundering. It may be that such an approach is the best way of protecting intellectual property across borders, and perhaps the solution to the trans-national problem of industrial espionage. I would suggest that on a criminal law level, it would seem reasonable to proceed in part on the basis of enacting legislation aimed at eradicating "dishonest commercial practices" in relation to the misappropriation of valuable commercial information where the nature of the conduct is sufficiently offensive. Such an approach allows one to confront competitors who obtain confidential information illicitly through conventional methods (such as suborning employees) and through the use of technological means to surreptitiously acquire their rival's secrets. I would suggest that such a standard would dovetail nicely with the standards agreed upon in the TRIPs Agreement, itself building on the incorporated provisions of the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property, Art. 10bis, which establishes a regime against unfair competition practices which is now enforceable under TRIPs through the World Trade Organisation.

3. The Need for More and Better Data Respecting Misappropriative Acts

Criminal laws must be sufficiently precise to enable people to know whether they risk criminal liability for a contemplated course of conduct, and avoid inefficient enforcement of the criminal law...
through flawed prosecutions. Lawmakers considering the problem of misappropriation are faced with creating new laws without a detailed and independent review of the nature of the problem. Whilst one might be able to develop the main principles of a protective model that speaks to the relevant public policy interests in a more global sense, there is a serious lack of sufficiently reliable data to determine those acts themselves which ought be proscribed in any new law. I would suggest two points in this regard.

First, the present lack of comprehensive civil and criminal sanctions necessarily affects the reporting of misappropriative activity as existing legal remedies do not cover the acts subject of a potential complaint. Moreover, even where there are remedies available at law, trade secret cases traditionally suffer from a reluctance on the part of victims to extend losses and suffer crises of investor confidence by engaging the legal process for redress of their complaints.[53] That there are few complaints should not be taken to mean that misappropriative activity does not occur.

Secondly, such evidence as does exist in the forms of statistics or studies that document the problem of misappropriation tend to grow out of proprietary surveys conducted by industry groups, like the American Society for Industrial Security.[54] The problem in relying on these types of studies is that they are geared towards producing lists of industry losses rather than detailing types of conduct. The loss figures themselves are not actual losses, but estimates and projections based on subjective criteria.[55] Such projected losses may make interesting journalism,[56] but law-makers ought to be wary of legislating based on the expectation of the looming economic disaster these estimates tend to engender. However, even when viewed critically, these figures do point at a serious problem that threatens to become larger if it remains unchecked.

Sadly, there are few academic studies. The most recent is by Professor Burr who looked at misappropriation of trade secrets in the American state of New Mexico and found that misappropriation of trade secrets mainly involved confidants (employees, government inspectors, etc.) but also extended to third party theft. Whilst this study was limited in scope and volume of data, it is one of the very few sources of publicly available and independent data in this area. The sample was taken from a pool of small to medium sized corporations and did not sample large or trans-national corporations, whose orientation seems to be traditional industrial manufacturing rather than economic activities tied to newer technologies and informational products. The study also seems to be directed at the question of civil redress rather than willingness to pursue criminal complaints.[57]

The risk that is run is that in enacting laws that seek to remedy the mischief of misappropriation without a very clear idea of which acts ought be proscribed, one runs the risk of over-regulation. In the context of a global communications environment, such as the Internet, this is not just a matter of national concern. It is clear that in some cases, local regulation of cyberspace can have international implications. Such was the case in the claim by German prosecutors against CompuServe, resulting in the blocking of certain newsgroups to its world-wide subscribers.[58] In this sense, it is important to get the national balance right.

I suggest that governments would be well advised to take the lead in commissioning further research on this point if laws are to achieve their potential in addressing real-world needs. What is required is both an accurate estimate of the nature and scope of misappropriative activities, and, procedural reform to encourage complainants to come forward to engage the legal process whilst maintaining the security of their informational assets during the course of litigation (civil and criminal).

4. Incorporating Technological Solutions into Legal Models

American law has traditionally required protective measures in trade secrets law. Indeed, the public policy encouraging self-help has found its way from trade secrets law into the latest federal copyright statute which proscribes the circumvention of technological protection measures like encryption or copy protection.[59] The present model of civil liability in English law for breach of
confidence does not require that an information owner take reasonable steps to protect his or her information (though such efforts may be relevant in recognising the information in question as that having "the necessary quality of confidence"[60],[61] a position that the Law Commission provisionally advocates for the criminal law.[62] The popular objection against such a requirement is the analogy to the homeowner who suffers a burglary - ought we make criminal liability of the burglar contingent on the doors and windows of the house being locked?

With respect, it is my submission that this position is quite wrong.

First, intangible information is not the same as household electronics equipment and jewellery. In the area of confidential information, where the subject-matter might itself be no longer protectable by the desire of the owner to place it in the public domain, it would appear that such a requirement is useful in limiting the scope of any legal protection to that which is in fact relatively secret and of commercial value.

Secondly, there is a public interest in encouraging the prudent use of technology in handling informational assets. Those who use information technology to deal with their sensitive information ought to be encouraged to act wisely.

Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly, by not making the law more clearly predictable information owners are placed in a position where they must go beyond taking reasonable protective measures and must take maximum protective measures consistent with their perceptions of the value of the information in question. Rational actors will take protective measures on a cost-benefit basis, but the efficiency of such measures in economic terms is not addressed by the state of the law and seemingly a policy of encouraging economic inefficiency is adopted.[63] Is it really better to require traders with valuable information to operate by the law of the jungle rather than merely act as reasonably prudent business people?

I would suggest that the adoption of such a requirement very much reflects the reality of cyberspace. Technologies like software-based encryption of information are useful in both attracting legal protection to certain types of information as well as assisting information owners in the efficient exploitation of the Internet to handle information.

**Conclusion**

Abraham Lincoln famously remarked upon the utility of the patent concept in words that apply with equal force to all protected forms of intellectual property. He described the benefit of legal protection as promoting innovation by adding "the fuel of interest to the fire of genius."[64] The law has different reasons for protecting differing varieties of such property, each having its proper limits and each seeking to further the innovative process by balancing private and public interests in knowledge-based assets. In our own time, as intellectual property rights are of critical economic importance, there is a greater willingness to employ the blunt instrument of the criminal law to safeguard such rights. It is my suggestion that in the area of confidential commercial information, there is a need to revise present models and offer comprehensive and complementary protection through both receipt-based and conduct-based standards of liability. The complicating feature is the effect such remedies and proscriptions may have on individual and commercial exploitation of information technologies. I would counsel caution in drafting new laws and encourage more extensive study of the mischief to be remedied, especially the creation of suitably independent data on the nature of misappropriative activity, and encourage law-makers to look beyond national borders to the international context and implications of regulation.

**Notes**
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[*] My thanks to Dr Ian Walden, Queen Mary & Westfield College, London for his comments on a previous draft of this paper.


[2] I am using the phrase confidential commercial information in this paper in a generic sense, purposely avoiding other descriptions which often have specialised or inconsistent meanings both within English law and in other legal systems - for example, "know-how"; compare Income and Corporations Tax Act 1988, s.533(7), EC Technology Transfer Regulation, Art. 10(1), and Poly Linn Ltd v. Finch [1995] FSR 751. An alternative description might be that used in the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, Art. 39, undisclosed information; with respect to this formulation, see R Krasser, "The Protection of Trade Secrets in the TRIPs Agreement" in F-K Beier and G Schricker (Eds), From GATT to TRIPs - The Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (IIC Studies in Industrial and Copyright Law, Vol. 18) (Munich: Max Planck Institute, 1996); F Dessemontet, "Protection of Trade Secrets and Confidential Information" in CA Correa and AA Yusuf, Intellectual Property and International Trade: The TRIPs Agreement (Kluwer Law International, 1998), 237 and authorities cited therein at fn. 2.


[7] Primarily by denying information a true proprietary characterisation; see below.


[19] The matter was left open by the House of Lords in the Spycatcher litigation; Attorney General v. Guardian Newspapers Ltd. (No. 2)[1990] 1 AC 109, 281 per Lord Goff.


[39] Restatement of Torts (1939), §757; Restatement of Unfair Competition (Third)(1995), §43. See also *Ansell Rubber Co. Pty Ltd v. Allied Rubber Industries Pty Ltd* [1967] VR 37.


[41] WR Cornish, "Protection of Confidential Information in English Law" (1975), 6 IIC 43, 50, 53.

[42] See *Moorgate Tobacco Co. Ltd. v. Philip Morris (No.2)* (1984), 156 CLR 414 (Aust HC), where the claim was raised in relation to breach of confidence as well as being advanced on the purported tort of unfair competition.
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